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Winfred Rembert, All Me, 2002. Dye ion carved and tooled leather, 26 x 25 inches.  
©Winfred Rembert. Courtesy to the ar@st.  

Fort Gansevoort is pleased to present “Winfred Rembert: 1945-2021,” a solo exhibiDon of works 
by Winfred Rembert. 

Fort Gansevoort’s first exhibiDon of works by Rembert since announcing representaDon of his 
estate in spring 2021, “Winfred Rembert: 1945-2021” recounts the pivotal events from the 
arDst’s harrowing youth through an assembly of twenty of his disDncDve tooled and dyed 
leather painDngs. Rembert’s life story, which began in 1945 in the Jim Crow era of the American 
South, and concluded in New Haven, ConnecDcut, where he died in March 2021, is one of 
perseverance and resistance in the face of racial violence and inequity, and of the power of art 
as a form of witness and reckoning. Recalling the achievements of African American figuraDve 
masters such as Jacob Lawrence, Hale Woodruff, and Horace Pippin, Rembert’s deeply personal 
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artworks foreground truths about the aXermath of slavery and the persistence of racial injusDce 
in America. They also celebrate people and places of Cuthbert, Georgia’s Black community. 
Rembert was thrown in jail aXer a Civil Rights demonstraDon in 1965 and survived a near 
lynching in 1967, followed by seven years in the Georgia prison system from a twenty seven-
year sentence. He was taught how to tool leather while in prison from “T. J. the Tooler,” who 
was allowed to create tooled leather items such as billfolds. Rembert moved North aXer his 
release from prison and spent most of his life thereaXer in New Haven. In 1996, at the age of 51 
and with encouragement from his wife, Patsy, he decided to create art on leather and began 
documenDng his memories of life in Georgia in an outpouring of narraDve painDngs comprised 
of dye on carved and tooled leather. Rembert’s body of autobiographical painDngs brings 
together a technical mastery of leather working and talent for draXsmanship with a vivid 
memory and a giX for color and composiDon. 

On view in the Fort Gansevoort exhibiDon, “All Me” (2002) depicts a mass of overlapping bodies 
in prison stripes covering the enDre surface of the work. By eliminaDng illusionary depth from 
the picture, Rembert dissolves individual figures into a semi-abstract pabern comprised of 
undulaDng lines. The various posiDons of the prisoners’ ochre-handled hammers inflect the 
neutral tones of the composiDon with dynamic movement and freneDc energy. CollecDvely, the 
figures represent the mulDple personas Rembert adopted to survive the brutaliDes of prison 
life. Simultaneously, the arDst obscures the faces of his subjects, rendering them anonymous 
and conveying viscerally the inhumane treatment of incarcerated individuals. As Rembert 
described this work, “Each person in the picture has a role to play. I didn’t want to play any of 
the parts, but I had to be somebody. I couldn’t walk around and be nobody, so I became all of 
them. It’s like I was more than one person inside myself. In fact, I think if I hadn’t decided to play 
the “All Me” role on the chain gang, I wouldn’t have made it. Taking that stance—’All Me’—
saved me.” 
By contrast, a more minimal painDng on view enDtled “The Getaway” (2015) depicts Rembert in 
the act of fleeing from a civil rights demonstraDon in a stolen car to escape physical harm by 
two shotgun-toDng white assailants. For this work, Rembert uDlized a narrow piece of leather, 
highlighDng the verDcality of the road and the impending forward trajectory of the vehicle. 
Aerial perspecDve and close cropping of the street focus the viewer’s abenDon on the central 
acDon of this scene with its cinemaDc intensity and suspense.  The flat terracoba-colored 
ground, bookended by two black verDcal stripes, exemplifies Rembert’s considered 
arrangement of pictorial space. 

Having survived a near-lynching in 1967, Rembert’s arDsDc pracDce became a vital outlet 
through which he confronted the enduring trauma of his experience. The haunDng allegorical 
painDng enDtled “Almost Me” (1997) depicts with a powerful visual economy the fate he 
narrowly escaped. Here, the physical gravity of the limp body hanging from a noose echoes the 
emoDonal gravity of the scene’s unequivocal finality. By eliminaDng extraneous details from the 
surroundings, Rembert’s image invites direct confrontaDon with this difficult subject, creaDng 
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space for contemplaDon and catharsis. With its single figure, “Almost Me” speaks to both the 
countless inhumane crimes and the everyday acts of racial oppression that have defined 
America’s history and culture to this day. 
 
Winfred Rembert (1945-2021) was born in Americus, Georgia and passed away in New Haven, 
ConnecDcut. His work is represented in the permanent collecDons of the Yale University Art 
Gallery, New Haven, CT; The High Museum of Art, Atlanta, GA; Equal JusDce IniDaDve, 
Montgomery, AL; and the Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, NY. Rembert’s work was highlighted 
in major exhibiDons at the Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Montgomery, AL in 2013; the 
Flint InsDtute of the Arts, Flint, MI in 2013; the Citadelle Art FoundaDon, Canadian, TX in 2012; 
the Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, NY in 2012; the Greenville County Museum of Art, 
Greenville, SC in 2012; the Adelson Galleries, New York, NY in 2010, and the Yale University Art 
Gallery, New Haven, CT in 2000. 
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